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Dream barbecuing...  
with no kitchen 
nightmares!
The sounds and smells of your favourite food sizzling on the 
grill while you relax with family and friends – who doesn’t 
love a barbecue?

Our bespoke Tiger Modular barbecue kitchens take outdoor 
cooking to the next level so you can enjoy food in the fresh 
air all year round.

A four-burner grill or Big Green Egg solid fuel barbecue, 
fridge to keep the drinks cold, worktops, lighting, storage, a 
sink... even a smart TV, sound system and a pizza oven, you 
can have it all.

Then when the party’s over either wash up and put things 
away, or lock up and leave it till another day.

I love a barbecue but it can be more faff than fun 
when you’re dragging your grill out of the shed 
and having to trail in and out of the house to prep 
food. Our barbecue kitchens solve that and bring 
luxury to your outdoor space. 
 
Stuart Davison (Director)  
Tiger Modular

*Upgraded Kitchen

“
“

• Three kitchen sizes with internal widths of 1994mm, 2526mm  
and 3094mm 

• Specify an empty kitchen for your own kit, or choose from three fully fitted 
kitchens built around a Beef Eater 1600E four-burner barbecue  
or a Big Green Egg barbecue 

• Top quality materials – our roofs have a 25-year guarantee 

• Huge range of customisation options, from the colour and texture  
of the walls to extra appliances and featuresKey facts
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TIGER MODULAR
PEQUENO

It means ‘small’ in Spanish, but the Pequeno is big enough for our four-burner 
barbecue, a fridge, worktops and cabinets.

The narrowest of our fitted kitchens, it still has ample space for cooking and serving, 
while the addition of wall units with under-cabinet lighting mean you can keep 
crockery, glasses and utensils inside so it’s all right there when you need it. 

Like all our kitchens the Pequeno gets two barbecue options – gas or charcoal. For 
gas we specify the powerful Beef Eater 1600E four-burner grill with cast iron burners, 
stainless steel vaporisers to disperse flames, quartz one-start ignition and an elevated 
cooking rack. For charcoal it’s the beautiful Big Green Egg (large) which can roast, spit 
roast, slow cook, bake and grill. Plus, it’s endorsed by renowned Michelin-starred chef 
Tom Kerridge. 

Once your Pequeno becomes the centre of your outdoor universe you’ll appreciate 
that small is beautiful.

• Pick from three sizes – internal widths 
of 1,805mm, 2,405mm  
and 3,005mm 

• Specify the deck, cladding, roof  
and trim colours and style 

• Secure your kitchen with either a 
canvas blind, roller-shutter blind or 
 super-secure roller-shutter door 

• The Al fresco has lighting and is wired 
for appliances

Internal width of 1994mm means it’s perfect for smaller 
outdoor spaces

Specify either a canvas weather guard as standard, or 
upgrade to electric roller-shutter door or aluminium 

glazed bifold or French doors

Specify the deck, cladding, roof and trim  
colours and style

*Upgraded Kitchen

MORE INFORMATION

Prepared to perfection
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Feed the  
posse... 

A gaucho is a South American cowboy and 
you’ll have space to serve the Magnificent 
Seven with our mid-sized barbecue 
kitchen.

The Gaucho builds on the Pequeno with 
a more generous width – enough to fit a 
sink for prepping food or washing up.

And there’s more room for customisation 
– would a pizza oven please your gauchos, 
or a smart TV to watch  
the rodeo?

Internal width of 2526mm 

Sink with cold water plus optional hot water unit

Door options are shared with the Pequeno with the 
added choice of a bi-fold door to make the most of the 

Gaucho’s extra width
*Upgraded Kitchen

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL
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TIGER MODULAR
GAUCHO



Barbecue
a banquet...

If you’re thinking big, think Churrasco. 

Named after the Brazilian word for a mixed grill, our widest 
kitchen gives you ample room to prepare and serve a feast – 
1,252mm of the kitchen’s internal width is worktop. 

And the Churrasco has serious storage potential with 
base unit drawers and cupboard, plus three wall cabinets 
complete with downlighters if you need them. 

Pimp it up with multimedia or a pizza oven and you might 
forget your house kitchen and never cook indoors again...

Internal width of 3094mm 

Base units include three drawers and a cupboard 

Door options are shared with Pequeno

*Upgraded Kitchen

REQUEST A QUOTE
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TIGER MODULAR
CHURRASCO



Add your own 
ingredients
Are you a seasoned outdoor cook with a trusty burner you 
won’t be parted with?

If so, our Alfresco kitchen could be all you need to make 
your outdoor-living dreams come true.

Using the shell of our Pequeno, Gaucho and Churrasco 
fitted kitchens you can design your outdoor kitchen exactly 
how you want it.

Or maybe you’ve got other ideas about how to use the 
Alfresco? Bar, sun trap, outdoor disco... it’s up to you!

Secure your building with either a canvas weather guard 
as standard, or upgrade to super-secure roller-shutter 
door, aluminium glazed bifold or French doors

Pick from three sizes – internal widths of 1994mm, 
2526mm and 3094mm

Specify lighting or power as an optional extra

*Upgraded Kitchen

BOOK A FREE CONSULTATION
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TIGER MODULAR
ALFRESCO



Key facts

Consider  
personal taste

Add sauce  
to the mix

We’ve picked the materials for our barbecue kitchens so 
they can shrug off anything the British climate can throw 
at them. 

You need to choose colours and finishes so they 
complement your outdoor space and home. 

You’ll have your say on roof and external wall colours and 
texture, internal walls, flooring colour, kitchen cabinet 
and worktop colours. 

Also consider security. If your outdoor space is secure, 
a fashionable canvas blind may be your choice. If not, 
perhaps a roller-shutter door? 

You can even order your kitchen in kit form if you fancy a 
DIY project.

Do you dream of a barbecue kitchen that’s the perfect 
place for a party? 

Add a smart TV and/or a sound system and you can really 
eat, drink and be merry while watching the big game or 
dancing to your favourite tunes. 

Or specify a pizza oven and organise an Italian  
theme night...

• Flooring – Smart composite decking in a choice of six wood grained finishes 
 

• Internal walls in a composite finish with a choice of six colours 

• Kitchen units in five colours, topped by ivory wave granite worktops  
or upgrade to steel grey

• Bluetooth sound system with integrated ceiling speakers 

• Smart TV 

• External double socket for power tools or appliances 

• Pizza oven 

• Sink hot water unit 

• Larger decking area 

• Kitchen wall units with under-cabinet lighting

Customisation

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL
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Argent

Silver Birch Spiced Oak

Midnight

HavanaFlint

Our composite cladding and decking is eco-friendly, long 
lasting and low maintenance. It is made using recycled 
plastic and wood fibres and is fire retardant.  
A durable polymer outer shell seals the composite board 
to provide an impermeable layer that resists scratching 
and fading.

If you want alternatives for cladding, we’ve got them, 
such as cedar, thermowood and painted steel panelling.  

With crisp, contemporary lines, our kitchens have 19mm-
thick doors with an integrated pull handle  
for a minimalist style.

We offer two distinct door finishes. A high-shine finish 
will brighten dark spaces or smaller areas, while the 
smooth, muted option provides a luxury feel.

Colour options range from light neutrals to a  
dark charcoal.

Decking  
& cladding

Kitchen  
cupboard doors

Granite worktops Access door & roof trims

White

Charcoal Sandstone

Dove GreySlate Grey

Ivory Wave Anthracite Grey 
(RAL 7016)

Jet Black 
(RAL 9005)

Traffic White  
(RAL 9016)

Steel Grey

MORE INFORMATION
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BAT TLE  OF  THE 
BBQS

WHICH ONE WILL  YOU CHOOSE?
One’s gas, one’s charcoal and both are brilliant. But as you’ll 
see, our barbecues are very different in character. Our gas 
burner is super-efficient and intuitive. Whereas cooking on  
our charcoal oven is an art – and your skills will develop  
over time. 

Beef Eater 1600E  
four-burner grill

Big Green Egg (large)

• Super-fast quartz one-start ignition for instant heat –  
so no matches or endless clicking 

• Powerful 4kW/hr cast-iron burners that can be turned up and  
down for fast heat regulation 

• Double-layer rollback hood with glass viewing window and temperature gauge – 
so there’s no need to lift the lid while cooking 

• Stainless steel vaporisers ensure even heat distribution across the grill, and 
burn off meat juices to reduce flare-ups

•Elevated cooking rack provides a second cooking area with indirect heat, or for 
warming food 

• Full-width hotplate drip tray ensures easy cleaning 

• Seam welded burner box with enamel finish is super-durable for a long life. Two-
year guarantee plus additional three years for the firebox

• Ready to cook 12 minutes after lighting charcoal with a single firelighter. Hits 
300C in 20 minutes 

• Regulate heat with a regulator cap and draught door to increase/reduce oxygen. 
Practice makes perfect 

• Hugely versatile. A range of accessories mean the Egg can be used to roast, 
slow cook, bake, grill, smoke, spit roast, be used for pan cooking, or ‘dirty 
cooking’ direct on the coals. EGGspander accessory increases cooking area with 
variable cooking heights 

• Fuelled by 100% organic lumpwood charcoal which is toxin, accelerant and 
chemical-free. Egg sells a range of woods – hickory, eucalyptus and Canadian 
maple – to provide different flavours  

• Single load of charcoal provides up to 24 hours of cooking time 

• An empty Egg will ‘carbon clean’ itself in 20 minutes at 300C – like a self-
cleaning oven. Ash is removed through the draught door 

• Lifetime guarantee against defects

REQUEST A QUOTE REQUEST A QUOTE
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BUILT  TO  LAST 
Product

Technical Guide Dimensions

Internal Width (mm) External Width 
(mm)

External Depth 
(mm)

External Height 
(mm)

Deck and Roof over-
hang (mm)

Widest Depth (mm)
(Roof and deck overall)

Alfresco 
(small)

1994 2409 1000 2480 500 1500

Alfresco 
(medium)

2526 2941 1000 2480 500 1500 

Alfresco  
(large)

3094 3509 1000 2480 500 1500 

Pequeno 1994  2409 1000 2480 500 1500 

Gaucho 2526 2941 1000 2480 500 1500 

Churrasco 3094  3509 1000 2480 500 1500 

Not what you are looking for? We offer custom builds, any shape, any size, and any vision… just ask! SEE PRICING
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TIGER MODULAR Find Your Perfect Space
At Tiger Modular we do what it says on 
the tin – we build modular buildings for 
gardens and commercial use. 

We have perfected our processes 
creating home offices, personal gyms, 
spas, classrooms, retail spaces and 
nurseries at our state-of-the-art 
facilties, near Leeds. Pre-fabricating 
off site means we minimise disruption 
for our customers. And for many of 
our garden building projects we’ve 
completed the job – from laying 
foundations to hooking up electricity – 
in just a few days. 

That means less noise, less mess and 
less stress.

Thanks to Stuart and the team for a really positive and 
quality experience and for a brilliant new space in a tricky 
location. Nothing was too much trouble and I found 
the price reflected the quality of the end product but 
really competitive with other similar companies. Their 
communication was fantastic and everyone was really 
professional. 

 

The team at Tiger Modular did an outstanding job on our 
garden office. The entire process, from end-to-end, was 
brilliant, with A-star customer service. From the initial site 
visit with Tim through to the brilliant trades team, we had a 
great experience.

Great experience from start to finish. Remarkably affordable, 
modern company who built our office/gym without any fuss 
hassle or complaint within 6 weeks of first meeting. Will be 
using again in the future should we move!

MORE INFORMATION
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Tiger Modular Limited 
Calverley Lane,
Rodley, Leeds LS13 1NP

0113 254 9318 
sales@tigermodular.com


